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ABSTRACT

Business process outsourcing (BPO) of enterprise content management (ECM) is a growing though immature market. BPO of ECM focuses on pursuing market transactions in the process of managing all types of content being used in organizations. However, inferior sourcing decisions lead to organizationally sensitive content exposure, high transaction cost, poor outsourcer performance, and low flexibility. ECM BPO in general is rarely discussed in academic literature with any discussion being found on decision-making strategies in ECM BPO. In this paper, we present a decision-making model for ECM BPO that will fill the knowledge gap and thus guide industry practitioners with ECM sourcing decision-making strategies. Our proposed decision-making model includes two parts. Part 1 involves an ECM functional framework that shows what functionality component or functionality combinations can be outsourced. Part 2 involves a decision-making model that provides guidance for decision making in ECM BPO. We apply the model in two case studies, the results of which indicate that the model can successfully guide the sourcing decision-making process for organizations, and determine the factors when considering sourcing alternatives in ECM.
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INTRODUCTION

Enterprise Content Management (ECM) focuses on managing all types of content being used in organizations. It is a convergence of previous approaches that focus on managing only particular types of content (Grahlmann, et al., 2012). However, the field of ECM is still in its infancy (Smith & McKeen, 2003) with scientific literature on ECM being limited (Grahlmann, et al., 2012), and ECM business process outsourcing (BPO) still a virgin field. The limited literature gives little insight into how enterprises make strategy, make decisions, and manage ECM business process outsourcing.

BPO is an important strategy for organization management that aims to avoid unnecessary organization expansion, reduce cost of human resources, maximize profits, focus on core competitiveness, and acquire resources/capabilities not available within the organization. Inadequate attention to business processes being outsourced is a major factor contributing to BPO (Aron & Singh, 2005). Companies spend insufficient time evaluating processes for outsourcing so that what assessment is done is performed too narrowly (McIvor, et al., 2010).
BPO of ECM has also been developing. PRISM (the global trade association for information management companies) had 586 members at May 2013, 455 of whom were located in North and South America. Although many of the outsourcing companies are of small to middle size, large international examples exist. Using information and communication technologies, more and more functionalities in content management can be supplied from the market. The ECM market, though immature, continues to grow, involving a number of content management vendors (Content Technology Vendor Map, 2013). As the market grows, BPO of ECM becomes a considerable option for organizations.

Nevertheless, ECM outsourcing is different from other outsourcing processes. Besides cost saving and focusing on core business, managers need to look more broadly at ECM. The objectives of ECM in an enterprise have been identified by Päivärinta & Munkvold (2005) to include: improved internal and external collaboration through digital content in and among enterprises with commonly enacted practices; value-added or new customer services and products; reliability and quality of information content resulting in fewer errors; the modern and professional image of the enterprise; efficiency, effectiveness and flexibility of knowledge work and business processes; meaningful knowledge work involving easier and less tedious human routines; organizational memory recording an enterprise’s practice, history and transactions; satisfying external regulations and standards; and platforms and capabilities to develop and maintain targeted applications quickly. The resulting impact of ECM BPO must accommodate, but not be limited to the above objectives. Moreover, risks deriving from outsourcing are one of the critical considerations in BPO of ECM, owing to the information characteristics of enterprise content, such as confidentiality, sensitivity, security and management control requirements, and the transaction cost in the IS field.

On the other hand, ECM is related to information resource management, electronic document management, knowledge management, IT technology and infrastructure. Specialized capabilities attainment is one of the important strategies. Many enterprises seeking BPO of ECM expect better ECM performances through strategic introduction of professional ECM solutions from intermediate market. Therefore, the decision about assessing ECM BPO needs guidance.

However, the literature on ECM BPO is still a blank, according to our findings. This means that how a company decides to conduct ECM BPO or not is critical. As a result, the existing knowledge in BPO is insufficient to guide ECM BPO. This paper develops a decision-making model for ECM BPO, which includes the determinants of the decision-making process for organizations facing the dilemma. We continue through improving the functional ECM framework by Grahlmann, et al. (2012) to explain what can be outsourced in ECM within an organization. Based on the extended functional framework, an organization can employ our decision-making model to determine whether or not to outsource a specific functionality or combination of functionalities.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, background knowledge is provided, including ECM, ECM functional framework, decision making in strategic business process outsourcing, and transaction-cost theory. The extended ECM functional framework is presented in the subsequent section. We then provide the ECM BPO decision-making model, followed by two case studies which demonstrate the first evaluations of the model. The Conclusion highlights the contributions and limitations, and provides recommendations for future research.
BACKGROUND

Overview of Enterprise Content Management

Grahlmann, et al. (2012) discovered that there is no consensus on the definition of ECM. The definitions found were from different perspectives on content (information, user, system), technology, enterprise, and process. A consistent and comprehensive definition of ECM is that it comprises the strategies, processes, methods, systems, and technologies that are necessary for capturing, creating, managing, using, publishing, storing, preserving, and disposing of content within and between organizations (Grahlmann, et al., 2012). Furthermore, O’Callaghan & Smits (2005) states in an ECM strategy framework, ECM needs specification, value assessment, cost assessment, content objects portfolio decisions; existing infrastructure (CM staffing included). An ECM strategy framework view is partially consistent with strategic outsourcing decisions, such as value assessment, existing resource, and cost assessment. However, the ECM strategy framework does not take the market into consideration when making strategy.

Enterprise Content Management Functional Framework

Grahlmann, et al. (2012) summarized the functionalities that an ECM can provide. The access layer refers to functionalities for users and information systems to interface with the ECMS in order to retrieve content and/or to use/invoke other functionalities. Functionalities related to control and coordination refer to the process layer, while those related to capturing, manipulating, using and publishing content refer to the services layer. The fourth repository layer includes the functionalities related to the storage and preservation of content. According to the guidelines of Grahlmann, et al. (2012), the framework is comprehensible, usable, complete, generic enough to be suitable for making comparisons, distinguished enough for capturing differences, and future-proof. This original functional framework indicates directions of analysis units’ segmentation. According to this

Figure 1: Functional framework (Grahlmann, et al. 2012)
framework, enterprises can use an ECM function or a functionalities combination as the analysis units for making evaluations.

**Overview of decision making in strategic business process outsourcing**

Since analysis units have been discussed in the last section, the next question is which ECM unit can be outsourced. Therefore, in this section, we explore the theoretical background for ECM outsourcing and sourcing decision. In strategic BPO, outsourcing results and the core competency issue as the driving force are discussed in the literature. The resource-based view is also widely discussed in the BPO literature. Achieving sustained competitive advantage is discussed as another driving force and important issue to outsourcing other than focusing on core competency and cost saving. In the final section, the literature discussed decision making in sourcing.

Holcomb and Hitt (2007) define strategic outsourcing as the organizing arrangement that emerges when firms rely on intermediate markets to provide specialized capabilities that supplement existing capabilities deployed along a firm’s value chain. Holcomb and Hitt (2007) also provide three possible economic motives behind strategic outsourcing: reducing bureaucratic complexity, improving production economies when firms fail to achieve sufficient production scale to overcome cost disadvantages, and financial advantage. Furthermore, Quinn and Hilmer (1994) suggest that one of the concentrates for strategic outsourcing is a firm’s set of core competencies where it can achieve definable pre-eminence; the other of the concentrates is for outsourcing other activities which are neither critical nor something in which the company has special capability. Gilley and Rasheed (2000) identify substitution-based and abstention-based strategic outsourcing. As a result, strategic outsourcing creates cost economies, also creates economic value, especially when production involves the use of potentially more valuable specialized capabilities (Fine and Whitney, 1999; Mowery, et al., 1996).

The theory of firm resources and sustained competitive advantage (Barney, 1991) has been the foundation theory for strategic business-process outsourcing. Because of firm-resource homogeneity and immobility, not all firm resources hold the potential of sustained competitive advantage. Therefore, a resource-based view in strategic outsourcing concerns the role of specialized capabilities obtained through intermediate markets. Holcomb and Hitt (2007) address those four different conditions affecting the value of capabilities sourcing from intermediate market: complementarity of capabilities, strategic relatedness consisting of goal congruence and commonality of knowledge-sharing routines, relational capability-building mechanisms, and cooperative experience.

Sourcing decisions have their origins in make/buy alternatives (Tayles & Drury, 2001). Tayles & Drury (2010) develop decision-making logic for manufacturing companies, ensuring wider issues are considered in a logical manner based on RBV theory. Their sourcing-decision model not only applies to transparent and operational activities, but also to non-manufacturing activities such as support services. The starting point of Tayles & Drury’s (2010) model is whether the process or component is prima facie strategic, according to a core competencies focus. The next logical question involves the cost associated with in-house build or out-sourcing, which is supported by cost economies theory. The model considered strategic review in the sourcing decision-making process. If the process or component is not deemed strategic, the decision would go to whether the company possessed the capability. If it does not, and a supplier exists that can satisfy the company’s needs regarding quality, delivery and price, then the company should buy, which means pursuing outsourcing. If the capability exists in-house, resources are available, and their use is shown to be economical, then the company should retain them in-house. Transaction cost is an important aspect when conducting strategic outsourcing also.
Overview of transaction cost theory in IT outsourcing

Transaction cost is a crucial consideration in IS outsourcing (Alvarez-Suescun, 2010). Aubert & Weber (2001) said decision-makers must weigh up the production and transaction costs associated with executing a transaction within their firms (insourcing) versus the production and transaction costs associated with executing the transaction in the market (outsourcing). It’s argued that environmental factors- asset specificity, uncertainty, and small numbers trading affect the type of governance decision for a transaction (Williamson, 1985).

Williamson (1985) is unequivocal about the primacy of asset specificity. Aubert, et al (2004) states that assets can be machinery required to manufacture a product, knowledge needed to perform a service, or even appropriate location convenient for dealing with the other party. Aubert & Weber (2001) argue that the essence of asset specificity is that lock-in effects occur, which potentially lead to hold-up problems. When asset specificity is high, regardless of investments in physical or human capital, the investor needs an insurance contract or mechanism to protect itself.

Increased uncertainty in a transaction will lead to increased use of internal governance. Two types of uncertainties has been addressed (Aubert, et al., 2004). One type is demand uncertainty, referring to parties who do not know ex ante the volume that will be required or ignore the form the service will take. Another type is related to measurement. Evaluating the service or product, in terms of quality, quantity, and timeliness is of great importance when parties step forward to the contract negotiating stage. The uncertainty is also related to contingency. There may be too many contingencies for an exhaustive list to be drawn, and they may be too complex to estimate the probabilities. These kinds of uncertainty also increase transaction cost.

Lacity and Willcocks (1995) specify a transaction as either occasional or recurrent, to measure frequency. Aubert, et al. (1996) argue that low frequency transactions are likely to be organized through market interactions or with the help of any general governance mechanism available in the community. Rather than create new governance or expanding an existing one for low frequency transactions, firms are more likely to bear the risk. And internalization of transactions by the firms is only efficient for recurrent transactions (Aubert, et al., 1996).

The transaction cost framework can explain sourcing behavior, such as the choice of sourcing and the contract between a firm and its outsourcer. According to the framework of Aubert, et al. (1996), for the transactions with high-asset specificity, internal governance is expected to apply to those, of which high uncertainty combines with high frequency. When transactions have high asset specificity, low frequency, but high uncertainty, relational governance can emerge. In this framework, a complete contract for outsourcing applies to transactions of high-asset specificity and low uncertainty.

Figure 2: Transaction cost framework (Aubert, et al, 1996)
DEVELOPMENT OF BPO DECISION-MAKING MODEL OF ECM

ECM Modelling

An ECM model may divide ECM into transactions or amounts of specific functionalities, which are able to show which part of the ECM transactions can be analyzed, evaluated, and even used to conduct market transactions or outsourcing. In the first sections, we need to re-examine the functionalities of ECM, and thus generate an ECM functional framework. What follows determines the factors in decision making in ECM BPO, leading to the next section, where we develop our decision-making model.

Paper-based content

ECM in the information system field mainly focuses on managing digital-based content or strategies, processes, technologies, and methods for managing digital-based content, which does not accord with ‘all types of content’. In the functional framework by Grahlmann, et al. (2012), all functionalities in the access layer are digital related or information communication technology based, involving client-application integration, desktop application, EAI interface, intranet, extranet, and the organization’s website. Functionalities like physical records and localization have been mentioned in the service layer, but they can only be accessed digitally. Furthermore, other functions based on paper-based content are not included in the repository layer, such as physical records which can be evidenced in legal affairs. Therefore, a paper-based content view should also be adapted in the functional framework.

The scarce ECM literature mentioning paper-based content led us to look at the records management and archive management literature in general as a supplementary knowledge basis for our functional framework. According to American archival theory, current records are looked upon as future archives to provide advice on how they can best be handled. Management of semi-current records and current records led to important thought and action in the establishment of records management programs (Pinkett, 1981). The life span of a record from creation to final disposition is called the record cycle. It begins at creation, followed by classification, storage, and retrieval. After a determined period of time, records are transferred to other places — perhaps within the organization to a less expensive storage site in terms of overhead costs. Appraisal is the function of determining whether to retain forever or a stated number of years based on the value of records. At the end of the stated number of years, the record is destroyed or put into the archives, a permanent storage place (Zhaoyu, 2008).

In the book “Modern Archives”, Theodore R. Schellenberg (1903-1970), puts forward the ideas of the primary and secondary value of records. Primary value is based on a record’s administrative justification, while secondary value is rooted in the historical and evidential value. Schellenberg divides the secondary value into evidential and information value. Records with evidential value document the organization and functioning of the creating agency (Stapleton, 1983). Reference service is another important functional area. It is based on the view that public records or records in a public repository should be available for use to the maximum extent consistent with the public interest. A reference service may increase the availability and use of archives. Meanwhile, maximum accessibility must be balanced with a concern for individual rights, legal safeguards for personal privacy, public security, and intellectual property.

In archives management, records survey and statistics of collection and use of records are routines and the basis for the whole management, which provide measurements for paper-based records transactions, such as the volume, and records services quantity and quality. When the organization
considers intermediate storage, records center, destruction services, and related services from market sourcing, statistics from records survey provides a means to decrease the uncertainty of organizational demand and requirement.

**ECM functional framework**

According to the “all types of content” definition of ECM, a paper-based view should be added to ECM functions. We called it the extended functional model based on the functional framework by Grahlmann, et al. (2012). In developing countries, paper-based content, also called records, documents or archives, is the dominant type of content within organizations. Resources devoted to information systems may be considered less competitive than those devoted to capital assets, equipment, facilities, etc. Enterprises in developing countries are less likely to manage and retain all content in information systems or data centers. Most firms implement some types of content management software or systems; but the measures adopted tend not to be reliable, safe or capable of storing and maintaining easy access to digital content, nor to have enough technology and resource support. ‘Paper-based’ is still the choice for most firms in developing countries, since paper-based records can support the basic content management requirements within organizations.

We extract five specific management functions from both records and archive management to supplement paper-based content functionality in the ECM model. The five added functions do not overlap the existing functions in the original framework by Grahlmann, et al. (2012). In the access layer, the function of the records management department is listed as the entrance for paper-based content. The records management department may use aids such as a catalogue, a general inventory, or an index list. The department may also provide reference services to direct access the content. In the repository layer most like archive management functionalities, we add two more uses for the content function/value: reference and evidence values. The archive management sub-category is developed in the same layer, including appraisal and records survey as the last two adding functions. The ECM functional model is demonstrated in Figure 3.

Some of the functions are identical, overlapped, or similar to both digital-based and paper-based content management. Accordingly, we do not add records or archive management terms of these functions in the model. For example, content aggregation delivers similar function of records collecting or acquisition. Imaging is the technique of transforming paper-based content to raster objects. Information retrieval can apply to digital-based and paper-based content. Localization refers both to where to keep the digital-based or paper-based content, and where to transfer them. Physical records refer to the management and use of paper-based content or content in other physical carriers. Printing is the method of transforming digital-based content to paper-based. Content storage is needed in the repository layer for both digital- and paper-based content. Archival description contains the metadata function such as the data set name and data fields as well as similar information. The taxonomy shown in Figure 3 is a system of classification for digital- and paper-based content. Version management not only refers to versions of content management software and different digital formats transforming, but also refers to the historical versions of specific records as well as the original copy and duplicate/backup copy for digital- and paper-based content. Overall, both digital- and paper-based content can support auditing function in ECM.

In our case study section, we apply the ECM functional model to exemplify the content management components in enterprise. Based on the framework shown in Figure 3, organizations may go forward to the sourcing decision-making process.
Factors in Decision making for BPO of ECM

According to the ECM functional framework, an enterprise can use an ECM function or a functionalities combination as the analysis units, then make outsourcing evaluations. There are three groups of factors that drive ECM BPO decision. One group of factors is estimated sourcing decision results while others involve factors to consider in the ECM BPO model shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The sourcing decision in ECM is identified in the first sub-section; the important issue of core competencies relatedness is discussed in the second sub-section, along with several other information-featured considerations; and finally, in the third sub-section we discuss other considerations in the model.

Sourcing Decisions

There are four outcomes for the model, which are the same for the two decision-making figures we discussed. “Make” refers to adapting internal management strategy without additional resource. “Invest/acquire resource” also adapts internal management, but through internal sourcing to acquire necessary resources. “Partial outsourcing” means a relational management style, the enterprise, and the outsourcer developing a cooperative relationship. “Outsourcing” stands for substitution-based outsourcing, pursuing external management, discontinuing internal management, and replacing existing activities or processes with capabilities provided by an intermediate market.

Contract type is related to asset specificity. When the outsourcer invests in an asset to support a transaction, the asset may have little or no value apart from that transaction. If the asset specificity is low or acceptable, ordinary contracts may be used for short-term situations. If an asset is highly specific to the transaction, the investor may use an insurance contract to minimize cost. One type of insurance contract is long-term, where an adequate period of time is locked in and the cost of the investment is more likely to be recouped.
Core Competency Relatedness

The logical starting point for our model is the question as to whether ECM functionality relates to core competencies or not. ECM functionality relates to core process/key source/strategic component usually existing within the enterprise in particular forms, like activity monitoring, business intelligence, work-flow management and project management, owing to the supportive and monitoring functions of ECM. The process or functionality in ECM is highly revealing of the content or information. Firstly, information confidentiality requirements would be extremely high for ECM outsourcing related to core competencies. Sensitive or confident content should be shared within a specific range of people and departments in the organization. An ECM function revealing confidential or sensitive content is more likely to be kept under internal management. However, there are other means to protect confidentiality such as limiting exposure of confidential content by segregating confidential information to keep it internal. If this is a practical option, then the next consideration in the decision-making process can be addressed. If not, it is better to return to in-house management. Another way to protect secrecy is by outsourcing in partnership (partial outsourcing), by which the enterprise outsources the equipment, technology etc. to obtain the necessary resources and capability, but does not outsource the actual management process or functionality. Secondly, there would be no tolerance for information insecurity for ECM outsourcing related to core competencies, which should apply higher information security standards and provide the resources required to maintain security standards. If security standards can not be met, the decision should return to internal management or relational management. However, for ECM functionality not related to core/process/key resource/strategic component, there is an extended tolerance for information insecurity. Thirdly, management control must be maintained within the organization for ECM outsourcing related to core competencies. Yang, et al. (2006) noted that the most prominent risks in outsourcing are to information security and loss of management control because an enterprise needs to maintain management control for ECM functionality related to core competencies. In the condition of lost management control, process and spec of the specific ECM functionality should be changed. Fourthly, there is little scope for flexibility for ECM outsourcing related to core competencies. Flexibility in management is valued above maintaining control in non-core competencies related circumstance. Yang, et al. (2006) argue that outsourcing non-core activities also increase flexibility through the better use of internal resources, enables quick responsiveness to customer needs, and decrease financial risks by reducing capital investments. When the flexibility evaluation is low, the process or services being evaluated should be modified.

Other Considerations

Firstly, the cost of the ECM functional process conducted in-house and outsourced must always be compared. If the cost to maintain the process in-house is cheaper than outsourcing, the next question is whether the capability is available within the organization. Internal management by Make is the decision when resource and capability exist in the enterprise. When the answer is no, if the cost of Make (incurring the necessary investments to internalize the process) is cheaper than the Buy resource or capability from the intermediate market, the next question is whether the resource can be acquired. If it can be bought, the decision goes to internal management through investing or acquiring resources. If Buy is cheaper than Make, or the resource cannot be acquired by the enterprise itself, partial outsourcing is conducted to obtain requisite resource or capability. Secondly, when transaction cost evaluation is necessary for the enterprise to evaluate asset specificity, uncertainty and frequency separately, we apply the transaction cost framework by Aubert, et al. (1996) to determine the evaluation. Whenever the asset specificity is low, market transactions should
be considered with priority. If asset specificity is evaluated as high with low uncertainty, outsource under a long-term contract is likely to emerge. When high uncertainty combines with high frequency, it is better to maintain internal government or management. If high uncertainty combines with low frequency, relational management should be conducted. Therefore, if market transactions and outsourcing contracting will occur in an organization, then transaction cost evaluation is true and a decision will next take supplier availability into consideration; otherwise, if the relational government and internal governance will be employed and then the decision will take resource/capability availability into consideration.

Thirdly, supplier availability in the subject conditions cannot be ignored. In addition, the average level of suppliers’ services or production quality is an important concern. If the market does support such ECM functional transactions with acceptable quality in the mass, the decision can step further to the confidentiality question.

Model Development

The logic for ECM sourcing decisions is developed to link all considerations and decisions’ results. In the light of Tayles & Drury’s (2001) decision-making logic for manufacturing companies, our sourcing decision-making model develops the logic for ECM sourcing to ensure that all issues are considered in a logical manner. We develop two figures to demonstrate the sourcing decision-making processes for ECM functionality related to core competencies and those not related to core competencies respectively, since the core competency issue is the starting point of our model. The model is developed into sequential consideration logic. Simply by going through the former consideration and getting the appropriate evaluation result, the decision can lead to the next consideration. If an evaluation gets an inappropriate result, the decision would take the other direction shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, or need to change the process or spec and start again. For example, if the ECM functionality is not related to core competencies and also not existing within the organization, it is an innovation to pursue these ECM functions from market sourcing. Supplier availability and transaction cost evaluation are the next two logical questions. Then the cost acceptance is taken into account whether the new added functionality in ECM can be financially justified. If the answer is yes, information insecurity tolerance should then be evaluated. With high insecurity tolerance and high flexibility, the new ECM functionality can be outsourced. If any one of (i) a supplier is unavailable, (ii) the transaction cost evaluation has no result, (iii) the cost is unacceptable, (iv) there is low information tolerance, or (v) there is low flexibility is the case, the enterprise should change the process or spec and go through the decision-making steps again.
Figure 4: Decision making model (ECM functionality related to Core competencies)

Figure 5: Decision making model (ECM functionality not related to Core competencies)
CASE STUDY

Methodology
Roethlisberger & Lombard (1977) suggest that case research is particularly appropriate for certain types of problems: those in which research and theory are at their early, formative stages. Bonoma (1983) adds sticky, practice based problems where the experiences of the actors are important and the context of action is critical. In this paper, case research enables research in a natural setting. Rather than participation, the observation and investigation in the case study can test our model inside a natural setting. Moreover, the implementation of the decision guided by our model is a complex process involving multiple actors and is influenced by unexpected events. Benbasat, et al. (1987) argue that a case study methodology is well-suited to identifying key events and actors and to linking them in a causal chain. As a result, we adopt a case study with a two-case design. The two cases cover two types of enterprise contents: digital-based and paper-based content, and two corporations, a reality development company and an electric power plant. They will yield more general research results, and indicate how the model may be extended.

As to the selection of the organizations, the case study can only be conducted if the organization has experienced the ECM outsourcing process or is confronted with the outsourcing decision. Generally, those organizations paying close attention to internal information management intend to outsource or partially outsource ECM, because they recognize the asset value of the content. So the organization selection would focus on those emphasized on content or information management.

Evaluation Criteria
Kung & Cheng (2004) contributed to the evaluation criteria that affect the performance of outsourcing activities. Five categories of performance evaluation criteria have been extracted, which are efficiency, quality, innovation, customer responsiveness, and integration capability. These criteria are based on firm level. But in the ECM outsourcing field, we looked further than production, research and development, and innovation might not be a proper factor to evaluate outsourcing performance, choosing rather to consider factors at both process and firm level. As a result, we turn to literature focusing on information system outsourcing. Wang, et al. (2008) stated that the expected benefits for IT outsourcing include cost reduction, improved cost control, improved technology or technical service, focusing business on core competencies, access to new technologies and technical talents, and improved flexibility. The outcome measures that adapt both the process- and firm-level view comprise expectations realization, the satisfaction with technological, strategic and economic benefits and market value of the client firms.

We found that integration capability is the factor included by both firm- and process-level evaluation. Besides, we chose seven factors among the above for our evaluation of ECM outsourcing performance, which are efficiency, quality, customer responsiveness, cost saving, and focusing on core competencies. We applied our models in two case studies in which we derived the impacts of the sourcing decision in ECM based on the above criteria.

Real Estate Sales System
In this case, the reality industry enterprise is located in southern China and has been developing different kinds of real estate for more than 12 years. It is a middle size, single-billion Rennminbi Corporation, with 238 employees. The enterprise operates several construction sites in different cities, and sells them when projects are finished. Construction projects managers manage individual sites, but the sales management and control remain at headquarters. The sales volume reached 4.2 hundred millions RMB in 2010, 4.5 hundred millions RMB in 2011, and is scheduled to double in the near
future. The sales department is directly under the CEO of the enterprise, and is responsible for establishing overall sales policies and strategies including competitive positioning, business collaborations and policies, and strategies for sourcing decisions.

In keeping with its sales management purposes of centralization and distinctiveness, the sales department decided to strip most sales operation processes from the office automatic system, and transfer them to a new sales system. In the meanwhile, the ECM functions related to sales are crucial to sales management and the whole capital chain in the enterprise. It became a question for the heads of the sales and information department as to how to source the ECM functionality in sales. The ECM functionality needed in this case is embedded in the whole sale process/component, and is illustrated in our ECM model in a grey background in Figure 6. Most of them are digital-based content functions. Although some of the functions exist in the sales system, as desktop application, project management, business intelligence, information retrieval, and version management, more is needed, such as the EAI interface with the existing financial system and office automatic system, case handling support, collaborative editing, monitoring, content aggregation, electronic records and taxonomy etc.

The decision-making process that we derived through semi-structure interviews is illustrated in Figure 7 in a grey background. The ECM functionality related to sales management, which is definitely the core process and strategic component to the realty development enterprise. First of all, they stated that the human cost of designing ECM functionality in systems within the organization was impossible. Whether the enterprise developed these ECM functions in the sales systems or relied on the old office automatic systems to link up to the new sales system, the costs were unacceptable if its sales department conducted internal sourcing. So the decision went to market transactions. Secondly, interviewees considered questions about transaction cost evaluation. We found that the design of the ECM functions in the system is occasional, while the use of these functions is recurrent. Furthermore, the outcome of the functions’ application design is not uncertain as long as they can control the contract with the outsourcer. They found out that sales-related ECM functions existed in other companies in the same industry. The functions illustrated in Figure 6 were in the low level in asset specificity. Undoubtedly, the content relating to sales was sensitive and confidential, which cannot be avoided in the management, use and storage of them. After the above considerations, the enterprise decided to outsource the design and programming of the ECM functions they needed. As a result, they started to negotiate with the supplier of the new sales system on whether they could achieve these ECM functions in the new system. According to the existing ECM functions in the original sale system, the supplier added the absented functions in Figure 6. The contract between them was modified, limiting the technological support and consultancy by the supplier after the system was put into effect. The realty company and the sales system vendor developed a cooperative relationship in the implementing of and training in the new sales system and ECM functionality related to sales.
The practical application of the decision-making model during the case study indicated that the model can generally guide decision making. The realty development enterprise followed the logical process in the model and went to the right sourcing decision. This led to benefits derived from enhanced IT performance leading to enhanced efficiency of sales management; faster structured data aggregation, case handling, and collaborative editing contributing to the efficiency and the customer-response factor; and new price policy and discount approval decisions available faster to sales or real estate management advisors so that deals can be made faster. In addition, sales performance can be analyzed daily or weekly rather than monthly, which is the former expectation to the modification flexibility. After the taxonomy adjustment, the storage of electronic records and different version sales policies can serve the needs for authorized internal consultancy, the quality of which can support auditing and reference. As the major purposes of outsourcing, cost saving and focusing on core competency, the relational management decision contributes most. The modified contract developed the links among each of the sales, financial, and office automatic systems, included test, secondary development and following training, with the 78% price of the basic sales system and being half the price of the office automatic system. Most important of all these evaluation factors, the cooperative-relationship decision let the enterprise focus on carrying forward constructions and promoting its sales.
Power Plant Extension Construction Archives Project

The power plant is a state-owned corporation located in the suburbs of a second-line city in southern China where it generates electricity and feeds it into the power grid managed by China Southern Power Grid. Because of the skyrocketing energy needs in and around the city, the power plant was going to implement the strategy of extension, and increase production progressively. The addition of new generators was the strategic component in the extension, while a new office building and other facilities were also needed. The power plant established a committee to take charge of the whole extension project. To fulfill the office building and its related facility requirements, after the committee finished public bidding for construction units and construction supervision unit, it consulted the City Construction Archives to find that it had full responsibility in the construction archives projects and its final acceptance.

As a result, the committee started to ascertain the function scope in the construction archives project and found that the content related to the new office building and facilities was not related to core process or key resource. The ECM functionality in the construction archives project is illustrated in our ECM model with grey background in Figure 8. These functions are paper-based and digital-based mixed. According to the regulation of the City Construction Archives, the power plant needed to manage the whole archives project, including monitoring the construction recordings in the standard for Guangdong Province construction project completion acceptance technical documentation. The committee needed to ensure that the recording was consistent with the construction by aggregating recordings from construction units and supervision unite, arranging and storing all physical records with classification, and transferring back-up copy to the City Construction Archives in the final stage. Furthermore, the construction archives project is coincident with the construction project.
The committee divided the project into two components. Component one is the power plant extension construction archives project, component two is the content storage for the construction archives. The decision-making process for component one is illustrated in our decision-making model with grey backgrounds in Figure 9. Although the archives management and records management process existed within the organization, there were gaps between the existed capability and the capability needed in the project. Since the construction archives project is coincident with the construction project, the process and schedule can be influenced by many factors like capital chain, waiting for architectural planning approval, etc. Herein, human resource use is not intensive but lasts a long period. The cost of internal management was not worthy in the judgment of the committee. Afterwards, they started to think about outsource cost. In this particular example, the construction archives project is highly specific to the extension transaction, but the uncertainty of it is relatively low due to regulations by City Construction Archives. Even if the transaction continues for a long period, it is occasional and unlikely to be repeated in at least five to eight years, so the transaction cost evaluation was agreed to by the committee. Furthermore, a local outsourcer with good relationships with some state-owned enterprises and some departments of city government was available. In addition, the content revealed through these construction transactions was not confidential, because the building artificial intelligence system and security system development would come after the construction complement and acceptance. Except for some important licenses and articles of the construction project received from the government, the archives project had high tolerance for information insecurity. The committee negotiated with the outsourcer about the flexibility. As a result, the outsourcer was to send one full-time staff to the construction site during the whole period, while professional data processors could be called on when needed during the construction stage. Furthermore, professional consultants could also be reached by the committee. Owing to the high-asset specificity of the archives project, the outsourcer and the committee agreed on an insurance contract, in which the cooperative relationship lasted for the whole basic construction period, and the payment schedule was also laid out and agreed to by both parties.

Besides, the committee recognized the importance of the component two - content storage, and its high-asset specificity to the localization and storage of the whole power plant extension project. Component two involves the expansion of the storage capability in the archive office to make room for the construction archives and records related to new generators’ purchase, test, operation and maintenance. The decision-making process for component two is presented in Figure 10.

The committee of the power plant admitted that the decision-making model could guide the sourcing decision-making process for organizations. The decisions let the committee focus on core components and key resources including the purchase, logistic, assemblage and test of the new generators. The cost saving was presented in such a way to reduce long-term human resource cost. The power plant was able to get in professional advisors when they needed. The on-site staff from the outsourcer liaised between the power plant and the outsourcer, monitored on behalf of the owner, and even arranged the records for the enterprise. By getting in such professionals, the quality of the construction archive project could be ensured to a certain extent and thus assist the power plant to gain acceptance from the City Construction Archives. Right up until this paper was written, the construction archives project was moving to the final stage, with both the committee and the outsourcer looking confidently to final acceptance within half a year. Also it is an important way to integrate professional construction archives capability and professional storage capability. Through the outsourcing contract, the power plant develops a widen horizon and better understands the content storage function and other ECM functionality. The internal reference and evidence functions are clear for the future goals of the power plant ECM functionality.
In general, we found that the ECM functional model is a helpful tool in describing and segregating ECM functionality. After the addition functions, the model can be applied to both digital-based and paper-based content management. With the analysis support of the ECM functional model, the decision-making model that divides into both functionality related to core competencies and functionality not so related, provides general guidelines for the decision-making process and ensures that issues that may arise are considered in a logical manner.

Figure 8: The needed ECM functionality in power plant extension construction archives project
Figure 9: The ECM sourcing decision for the power plant extension construction archives project

Figure 10: The content storage sourcing decision for the power plant extension
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Discussion

During the case studies, we found the ECM functional framework can cover most of the ECM functions within organization. It is a useful to both segment and combination with ECM. The framework has been shown to be comprehensiveness in determining ECM outsourcing analysis and evaluation units.

All the links in the decision-making model are linear. During the case studies, we recognized that circumstance may arise where the decision maker begins at the starting point but stays in specific consideration, and may finally reach no sourcing result. Therefore, we add the Change process or spec component in the decision-making model by creating loops in figures both related to core competencies and not related to core competencies. The component of Modification of services, process, etc is also put into the model not related to core competencies. These loops enable decision makers to modify or separate the analysis unit being evaluated and start the process again.

After the case studies, the decision-making model for BPO of ECM has also shown appropriate guidance in the decision-making process. The core competency issue and the related considerations for information confidentiality, security, and management control and flexibility have shown high appropriateness in the decision-making process. Other considerations like process/functionality in-house or not, costs comparison, and supplier availability are also helpful steps in the process. Also, the sequential order has been exemplified in our two case studies in light of the decision makers.

However, the lack of supplier solution evaluation, difficulty in cost estimation before the outsourcing transactions, and the self interest of the outsourcers cause limitations to the model. We observed from the feedback in these two cases that the model showed appropriateness to the ECM BPO decision process, but did not produce a successful or satisfying ECM BPO decision. While the availability of eligible suppliers would not be a problem in the evolving intermediate market of ECM, how to assess solutions the suppliers provided is a critical step in a successful ECM BPO. The solutions provided from the suppliers need to be evaluated against ECM objects of the enterprise, in order to make an outsourcer decision. Because a lack of supplier-solution evaluation in our model is a major defect, it needs future study. The enterprise may defer the BPO of ECM decision until suitable and acceptable solutions come under their consideration. Therefore, supplier-solution evaluation determines outsourcer choice, and when and how to conduct BPO of ECM.

Costs comparison exists in the model twice, but it is difficult to estimate or calculate cost in advance. The real estate corporation had not targeted all their ECM requirements before the contract drafting. A supplementary contract was made with the outsourcer for more specific needs after the test run of the ECM functions in the sales system. As a result, a set of unanticipated costs existed in this ECM BPO transaction. Therefore, requirement targeting should be undertaken before the cost comparison, to make the cost estimation more accurate.

Moreover, the self interest of the outsourcer has been a continued problem in outsourcing transactions. Although the enterprise intended to obtain new knowledge or new applications in ECM from the introduction of external resources, it is not clear about whether or how the new solution or technology fits the enterprise model. The outsourcer may insist on their original solutions and not investigate attentively on each specific enterprise model. This response will affect the compatibility of the ECM BPO outcomes. Therefore, further research on BPO is needed for those ECM processes/functionalities not existing in-house.
Conclusion

The purpose of this study is to ascertain how to make a sourcing decision in ECM based on the complex and dynamic environment that an enterprise faces. This study sought to address the concerns: whether it is correct to conduct a specific ECM BPO; whether or not an ECM transaction should be outsourced; what allowances should be made for different ECM outsourcing decision strategies and different sourcing types. As a result, we focused on the development of a decision-making model for BPO in ECM. The first part on the ECM functional framework showed what functionality components or functionality combinations can be outsourced, and presented an important analysis tool for ECM. The second part on the decision-making model provided guidance for decision-making processes, and determined the factors to be considered in ECM BPO.

This paper’s theoretical contributions are two-fold: first, the ECM function model is extended by including paper-based content based on the theory from records management and archives management. It extends the ECM research and leads to the integration of knowledge from related subjects from both electronic and non-electronic perspective; and second, our decision-making model for BPO of ECM adds new knowledge into the ECM field. The decision-making model fills the gap of outsourcing decision strategies in content management. For industry, the decision-making model provides guidance for practitioners on how to make decisions for BPO of ECM, and suggests factors and procedures. The sequential logic in our model is tested to be appropriate in ECM BPO decision making. It is an important guiding tool for those who make or are responsible for sourcing decisions in ECM, such as the CIOs.

One of the main limitations in this paper is the generalization of the decision-making model, concerning representativeness and transferability of cases (Goeken & Börner, 2012). The two cases studied are both from Southern China and relate to the construction industry. It means the ECM BPO decision still needs to be modified or studied in countries other than China, and in industries other than construction, such as production and pharmacy. Furthermore, each of the two cases faced different circumstances, but two different decision-making paths did not cover all steps in the model. As well, the combined functional scope of each case did not cover all functionalities in the ECM model. All in all, future research is required to focus on extending the generalizability of the decision-making model. Another main limitation was the lack of supplier solution evaluation steps and the lack of solution assessment guidelines or criteria. Supplier solution evaluation and assessment can determine whether a BPO of ECM is successful and satisfying or not, in regards to cost estimation, outsourcer choice, and when and how to conduct an ECM BPO transaction. This domain will direct future IS ECM research, focusing on targeting the enterprise’s ECM requirements, how to meet the ECM requirements and fulfill the objects of ECM, and what are the fundamental principles or basic elements in ECM solutions.
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